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Case Number: S2008000196 
 
Release Date: 12/17/2020 
 
Symptom/Vehicle Issue:  Diagnostic Trouble Code (DTC) P065A – Generator System 
Performance, Additional Information.    
 
Discussion: There have been several instances of generator replacement on vehicles 
setting P065A. An analysis of returned parts have shown them all to be No Trouble 
Found.  
 
Current diagnostics written for this DTC lists the generator as a possible cause. 
However, that is incorrect. P065A is actually a Non-MIL generating DTC indicating 
electrical system issues detected in other modules.   
 
The charging system on these vehicles uses a Regulated Voltage Control strategy to 
only charge the battery as needed. This may be seen as voltage fluctuation on the 
gauge, from 12 – 14 volts, as the vehicle is operated. 
 
When the PCM detects that another module has an electrical system type fault, it will 
disable the regulated voltage control, and revert to default system charging which acts 
more like a traditional charging system. When this happens, P065A will set. Examples 
of faults that will disable regulated voltage control are: 
 

 Body Control Module (BCM): Exterior lighting system electrical faults. 

 BCM: Front or Rear Wiper Motor electrical faults. 

 HVAC: Blower Motor electrical faults.  
 
If you receive a vehicle that has DTC P065A set, correct all other DTCs in any other 
module first. The diagnostics for this DTC are currently being revised to indicate this 
sets due to other system issues.   
 


